
“Free energy does not exist”

...is not a lie so much as it does not also state that most of electrical engineering dabbles in non-
existential reactive power predicated upon imaginary numbers which were invented by Descartes (to 
solve intractable problems without being held liable for proving the existence of those solutions in the 
physical world). And these imaginary answers are not provable since they cannot be measured with 
physical instruments. They can merely be inferred by the mathematics of complex numbers as possibly 
existing somewhere in a fictional world often called, “counter-space” wherein everything is backwards 
(similar to “Alice in Wonderland” and “Through the Looking Glass”).

Free energy is not energy, yet it is freely available as a special case of reactive power, namely: the 
mathematical squaring of an extremely low input of real power (nano watts or pico watts) fed into a 
circuit which lacks a throughput. 

For example, a circuit whose input voltage has merely one of its terminals connected to the circuit 
while the other terminal is connected to ground and there is no other ground connected to this style of 
circuit design.

For instance…

This configuration (of the terminal connections of a source of voltage feeding a circuit) discourages 
the manifestation of a current which normally flows into a circuit through one portal and flows out 
through another portal. Instead, a restriction of portals to merely ONE encourages breathing, namely: 
the circuit manifests a standing wave in which the voltage and the current are out of phase by one-half 
cycle of oscillations. In other words, whenever the peak of voltage bounces off of the periphery of this 
type of circuit, or subcircuit, the peak of current is crossing the imaginary center of this (sub)circuit. 



During the subsequent half-cycle, the inverse occurs in which the peak of current echoes off of the 
periphery of the subcircuit at the same moment that the peak of voltage crosses the center. All of this 
occurs within the complex field surrounding reactive components. This manifests the inversion of 
current (misunderstood as the “negation of resistance” even though mathematically equivalent to the 
inversion of current) 180 degrees out of phase with voltage. This inversion of current is more 
accurately described as the inversion of reactive voltage divided by impedance. This highlights another 
version of Ohm’s Law in which Power equals Voltage Squared Divided by Resistance. This is vague 
and incorrect in so far as it does not distinguish what is occurring, namely, that: Negative Watts is equal
to the Application (the Input) of Real Voltage times its Resultant Output of Reactive Voltage divided by
various Impedances within a framework of time. This restatement of Ohm's Law sidesteps the 
conventional claim of physics in which: “Energy IN equals Energy OUT”, and is more accurate in 
describing that: “Real Voltage IN cannot equal Reactive Voltage OUT”. The resulting reaction of 
output voltage must be greater than, or less than, input voltage (irrespective of thermodynamics from 
the standpoint of the contribution made by electrical reactance, alone). This is not entirely comparable 
to conventional wisdom since the input is complex and the output is also complex (a real value plus or 
minus an imaginary value). See, Fig. 2.



And...

Freely available reactive power is never useless, except from a thermodynamic viewpoint, until it is 
converted (via a resistive heating element) to boil water and rotate a steam turbine to generate electrical
energy (as one example of conversion) to do away with nuclear power plants and their byproduct of 
plutonium.

Here is a simulated example...

https://electricalscience.quora.com/Was-the-Hertzian-Transmitter-the-Inspiration-for-the-Ammann-
Brothers-Atmospheric-Generator

To reiterate...

It stands to reason that electrical voltage drop is a mathematical process which cannot be performed 
upon the imaginary coefficient of a complex polynomial. It may only be performed upon its real 
number coefficient. This is a consequence of the assumption that voltage drop is the distribution of a 
real numbered evaluation of voltage across a circuit resulting from simple resistance rather than from 
electrical reactance. This allows for the accumulation of reactive potential as well as for the 
accumulation of reactive impedances (both inductive and capacitive). This latter accumulation can 
occur within the imaginary fields surrounding reactive components only if the distribution of real 
voltage is kept below useful values amounting to nano watts and pico watts so as to avoid disturbing 
(suppressing) reactive feedback. This accumulation of reactance serves as feedback for the input of 
subsequent cycles of oscillation causing reactance to escalate at exponential values. Hence, “free 
energy” is an incorrect assessment of this peculiar situation. A more rational explanation is to claim 
“freely available reactance” resulting from an extremely low input of real power.

https://electricalscience.quora.com/Was-the-Hertzian-Transmitter-the-Inspiration-for-the-Ammann-Brothers-Atmospheric-Generator
https://electricalscience.quora.com/Was-the-Hertzian-Transmitter-the-Inspiration-for-the-Ammann-Brothers-Atmospheric-Generator


Convention teaches us that the peaks and troughs of voltage and current may oscillate their 
amplitudes as they travel around the circumference of a circuit. But there is another possibility in which
they may echo their peaks and troughs in diametric opposition toward one another during each half of 
an oscillation effectively creating a standing wave of one half cycle of displacement between their 
phases. This will only occur if we discourage or prohibit the formation of current while maximizing the
accumulation of the imaginary component of reactive power. At some point, the complex enumeration 
of the real and imaginary portions of reactive power will be squared during our mathematical 
assessment of the electrodynamic behavior of a circuit. If we keep the input voltage extremely low and 
suppress the flow of current, then we may succeed at developing more reactance than what 
conventional wisdom would expect. And through simple conversion through a resistive heating element
(for example), we could do away with all nuclear power plants and their byproduct of plutonium 
warheads.

What is electricity?

If I rephrase the question as…

What is electrical power, then the correct answer is to say that Ohm’s Law is a combination of two 
components.

The first component of electricity is real voltage which is distributed across space.

The second component of electrical power is reactive voltage existing in time. This latter component 
is also divided by one or more various impedances tempting us to simplify this second component of 
electrical power by way of mathematical substitution in which a singular symbol, called: “current”, 
replaces reactive voltage divided by impedance. This mathematical shorthand suggests the illusion that 
voltage is squared and then it is divided by resistance due to another illusory temptation to assume that 
there is only one type of voltage rather than two.

Yet, we know that there is electrical reactance within all types of circuits to one degree or another.

And, we know that voltage drop cannot be performed upon imaginary numbers.

Talk about a mind-disconnect! A failure to connect the dots!

This temptation to simplify Ohm's Law makes the job of the technician vastly easier to follow 
procedures laid down by policies which encourage the monopolistic belief that “there is no such thing 
as a free lunch”.

But if we assume a scarcity of freely available input power, then we are in a much better position to 
favor over-reactance as a superior source of renewable energy.



Radiant Energy is the Precursor to Free Energy...

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=jIguoTEGzyw

I made a mistake with the math. Please take a look at the following link for its correction …

https://en.wikibooks.org/wiki/Free_Energy_does_not_Exist

https://en.wikibooks.org/wiki/User:Vinyasi/sandbox

This next link is for fun. Both links are describing overunity. The first link, up-above, specifically 
covers electrical overunity while the following link is more broad about its treatment. Enjoy! …

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/User:Vinyasi/sandbox

https://en.wikibooks.org/wiki/Free_Energy_does_not_Exist
https://en.wikibooks.org/wiki/User:Vinyasi/sandbox
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/User:Vinyasi/sandbox
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=jIguoTEGzyw
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